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Men's health stuff made easy.

Personalised clinical treatments. All online.
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Not sure which treatment is right for you?
Find my treatment

[image: Over 75,000 subscribers]Over 75,000 subscribers
[image: Tailored treatment plans]Tailored treatment plans
[image: Free, discreet shipping]Free, discreet shipping
[image: Aussie doctors]Aussie doctors
[image: 100% Online]100% Online
[image: 4.5 star rating on Trustpilot]4.5 star rating on Trustpilot
[image: Unlimited medical follow-ups]Unlimited medical follow-ups
[image: Cancel anytime]Cancel anytime


How it works

100% online. Convenient. Discreet.
[image: Quiz]Quiz
A doctor will read your responses and recommend a personalised treatment plan.

[image: Consult]Consult
A brief, private call with a doctor. Ask anything and confirm the treatment plan is right for you.

[image: Discreet delivery]Discreet delivery
Prescription medication delivered from pharmacy to your door. Cancel any time without fees.



Aussie doctors are here to help

We work with leading Australian doctors who work with you to understand your health needs.

[image: Dr. Christopher Love - Urologic & Prosthetic Surgeon]Dr. Christopher Love


Urologic & Prosthetic Surgeon
[image: Dr. Niyati Sharma - Dermatologist & Medical Doctor]Dr. Niyati Sharma


Dermatologist & Medical Doctor
[image: Dr. Ossman & Dr Ateka - Hair transplant surgeons]Dr. Ossman & Dr Ateka


Hair Transplant Surgeons
[image: Dr. Paul Goodridge - General Practitioner]Dr. Paul Goodridge


General Practitioner
[image: Dr. Mark Bloch - General Practitioner]Dr. Mark Bloch


General Practitioner


Independent doctors with unbiased advice

All doctors we work with are 100% independent and not on a Mosh payroll - no dodgy commission structure for writing unnecessary prescriptions. This means that our doctors have no incentive to pressure you into an expensive or unnecessary treatment plan. The only thing they have is your best interests at heart.

Aussie doctors who understand your needs

We only work with Australian doctors registered with AHPRA, so we guarantee that you'll speak with a trusted doctor who is in the same time zone.

Doctors with substantial experience in men’s health

Mosh is all online. This means our doctors are not bound to a single geography so they are able to consult far more guys exactly like you about men's health than our family GPs. We also schedule peer to peer sessions for Mosh doctors to share learnings and new treatment options, so you always receive the best treatment and advice.





Message your doctor any time

[image: Message your doctor any time]Find out more
[image: show doc info placeholder]Dr. Paul Goodridge
Usually responds within 24 hours
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[image: alt]Hi there, how can I help?
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[image: alt]Just checking how often I should take my medication?
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You're in safe hands

Tens of thousands of people have trusted Mosh with their healthcare needs and we take pride in providing the best service.
[image: Confidentiality]Confidentiality
All consultations remain completely confidential between you and your doctor.

[image: Data Security]Data Security
Patient notes encrypted and data storage audited by independent bodies to maintain safety.

[image: We're legit]We're legit
We're Aussie owned and work with Australian registered practitioners. Mosh is certified by LegitScript.

[image: 100% online]100% online
Fully private, online consultations at your convenience.



Trusted by over 75,000 Aussies

Excellent
[image: Trustpilot stars][image: Trustpilot logo]

[image: Trusted by over 75,000 Aussies]

I LOVE Mosh

It's been really good! Much cheaper than competitive brands and don't have to spend ridiculous hours at a clinic.Will
Couldn’t recommend Mosh more highly

Amazing service care and information. I couldn’t recommend Mosh more highly.Steven
The staff were really helpful

The staff were very helpful and responsive. I was able to discuss all my concerns with healthcare professionals.David
Stellar customer service!

Quick delivery and response times.Rick
Discreet, but purely professional

Simple and discreet, but completely professional. The packaging is great.Brad


Read more reviews



Supporting our boys on the field

Mosh is proud to be a Major Club Partner of St. Kilda AFL, to make health stuff easier for more Australians.
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Hair loss
[image: Hair loss]Ahh the joys of getting older. Unfortunately losing a little up top is inevitable for most of us, but never fear, we've got the goods to treat your hair so it stays put.
	Hair loss prevention
	Hair loss regrowth
	Vitamins, shampoos and sprays

Sexual health
[image: Sexual health]So you've got a problem downstairs, it happens to the best of us. There are many possible causes for PE and ED but also equally as many treatments. Needless to say, you're in the right place to get some help.
	Erectile Dysfunction
	Premature Ejaculation
	Energy Libido Vitamin

Mental health
[image: Mental health]We've all had bad days where you just can't get out of bed and face the music. But if it's starting to become more frequent our therapists are here to help.
	Anxiety and depression treatment
	Therapy

Weight loss
[image: Weight loss]If you're looking to get yourself a better rig and minimise health risks, we've got you covered. And don't worry, it doesn't involve a lettuce-only diet.
	Weight loss treatment

Skin care
[image: Skin care]Skin is our biggest organ so it should get some special treatment every once in a while, don't you think?
	Acne
	Anti-ageing
	Routine care

Health store
[image: Health store]Not ready to talk to a doctor yet? No worries, we've got plenty of products that don't require a prescription and can help you start getting your health back on track.
	Hair
	Skin
	Energy
	Sleep



Ready to get started? Let's do it!

Find my treatment
More about Mosh

Men's Health Clinic

Mosh is a men's health clinic with Australian doctors who are passionate about their work. We have all the functionality of a hair loss clinic, an anti-ageing clinic, and a sexual health centre, but with the added benefit of patient convenience. Our 100% online men's health clinic encompasses a wide range of well-being categories - hair, skin, mental health, and sexual health, to name a few. 
Professional help

We have partnered with independent doctors who are based in Australia. These AHPRA-registered doctors are contracted, which means that they are not incentivised or employed by us. Additionally, the pay we give our doctors does not depend on how many prescriptions they write as they are paid on a fee-for-service basis. This type of set-up makes it so that you can consult with an unbiased professional who genuinely wants what is best for you. 
At Mosh, we are committed to giving men the treatment they deserve. Whether you are asking, 'Why is my hair falling out?' or simply looking for acne treatment products, our doctors and services will surely benefit your specific lifestyle. This is because Mosh operates by systematically creating a customised treatment plan for your unique needs. 
Subscription service

Our men's health clinic subscription service makes it so that you can save not only money but time as well. Instead of physically going to a men's health clinic, our service allows you to set and forget. This way, you do not have to make reminders or take mental notes since we automatically provide refills as needed. 
Our process will certainly allow you to have a convenient, effortless experience. No matter the treatment your doctor has suggested for your men's health issues - whether that be hair growth products or erectile dysfunction pills - our subscription service will be sure to deliver your orders swiftly and discreetly. 
How can I consult a doctor?

Through the online men's health clinic at Mosh, consulting with a doctor for a specific treatment process has been made easy and accessible. 
Once you sign up as a patient under our men's health clinic, we will provide you with simple questions about your health, medicine, and therapy history. Don't worry, we won't bombard you with questions. This step will just take about a few minutes to complete. 
With this initial information from the questions, our doctors will be able to assess your condition and symptoms. If treatment is suitable for your situation, an Australian doctor will review and consult with you through call, video conference, or even text. 
The consultation sessions at our online men's health clinic can be scheduled based on your availability or internal progress. Our consultations will serve as a professional space for men's health advice and even a way to decide if current treatments should be phased out for newer options. 
After listening to what our men's health doctor has to say, your personal treatment will be delivered right to your doorstep. With our online men's health platform, you will never have to worry about awkward pharmacy interactions and complicated surgeon visits for drastic prosthetic operations.
What information can I get about the treatment?

One of our main principles at Mosh is honesty and transparency. Through our men's health clinic, you can ask an Australian doctor all sorts of questions about your personal treatment. Our consultations, through the online men's health platform, allow both the patient and the doctor to be completely honest with each other. 
This means that you can present and communicate concerns about a private medical problem that you have been too shy to deal with. Whether it be about urological issues or sexual health concerns, our doctors are here to give you the proper care and attention. 
Additionally, when you are not in consultation with your doctor, you can look at informative men's health online articles on the 'Knowledge Hub' portion of the Mosh website. We have medical categories that range from sexual health to skincare - so read up and find the answers to 'how to stop premature ejaculation' or 'how to transition your skincare routine from winter to spring'.
Bring any topic up to your next consultation, provided that it applies to your unique situation. Allow our doctors to analyse and assess your situation so that you can get all the information you need about your current or future treatment. 
How long do orders take to be delivered?

Our delivery speed complements the quality of our men's health clinic subscription service. We provide fast and free delivery for orders all around Australia.
For the majority of orders from our clinic for men's health, preparation and delivery will take about four to seven business days. In this time frame, the Mosh team will take note of the order data and coordinate with the respective pharmacy. Afterwards, the products for your personalised medical treatment will be arranged and packed through Australia Post. 
This means that after you have paid through our trusted payment service providers such as Afterpay, Amex, and MasterCard, all that is left to do is wait for your discreetly packaged delivery to arrive in front of your door. 
Now that you know the specific process at the Mosh men's health clinic, sign up now and have professional consultations with world-class, independent doctors. Let our service change your life for the better!





© Mosh 2024If you are interested in a prescription product, Mosh will organise an online video consultation for you with an independent doctor who will evaluate your suitability for the treatment and, if appropriate, write a prescription which you can process at a pharmacy of your choice.
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